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Team-Builder: Toward More Effective Lineup
Selection in Soccer

Anqi Cao, Ji Lan, Xiao Xie, Hongyu Chen, Xiaolong (Luke) Zhang, Hui Zhang, and Yingcai Wu

Abstract—Lineup selection is an essential and important task in soccer matches. To win a match, coaches must consider various factors
and select appropriate players for a planned formation. Computation-based tools have been proposed to help coaches on this complex
task, but they are usually based on over-simplified models on player performances, do not support interactive analysis, and overlook the
inputs by coaches. In this paper, we propose a method for visual analytics of soccer lineup selection by tackling two challenges:
characterizing essential factors involved in generating optimal lineup, and supporting coach-driven visual analytics of lineup selection. We
develop a lineup selection model that integrates such important factors, such as spatial regions of player actions and defensive
interactions with opponent players. A visualization system, Team-Builder, is developed to help coaches control the process of lineup
generation, explanation, and comparison through multiple coordinated views. The usefulness and effectiveness of our system are
demonstrated by two case studies on a real-world soccer event dataset.

Index Terms—Sports Visualization, Lineup Selection, Design Study
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN soccer matches, team lineup selection is vital and a
proper lineup with effective tactics can significantly in-

crease the chance of winning [1]. Numerous examples among
top leagues and national teams illustrate the importance
of lineup selection. For instance, the unexpected success
by the team Leicester City in the 2015/16 season of the
English Premier League is partially attributed to excellent
lineup selections that lead to its effective counter-attack tactic
[2]. In recently held EURO 2020, a number of national teams,
such as Denmark, Switzerland, and Czech, selected suitable
lineups and adopted effective tactics, which helped them
defeat their opponent teams that included star players [3].

Selecting a good lineup is not a trivial task. Coaches
need to first choose team tactics and then choose players
under various criteria and through multiple comparisons
among the skills and performances of players [4]. Thus,
lineup selection can be described as a problem that requires
trade-offs between multiple criteria, some of which could
be contradictory. Specifically, different players have various
playing styles and perform differently on the aspect of offense
and defense. The coach has to choose a lineup carefully
by considering the synergy between team tactics and each
player’s offensive and defensive skills. This process usually
involves extensive data analytical activities.

Recently, various computational tools have been pro-
posed to help coaches find suitable lineups [5]. However,
those approaches mainly use complicated models to generate
the best lineup automatically, and often overlook some
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important information in lineup selection, such as team tac-
tics. Without the knowledge of the computational processes
involved in the models, coaches often find it a big challenge
to understand how the results are obtained; and unable to
incorporate more diverse information, these models cannot
support more in-depth analysis of lineups. Therefore, such
automatic lineup selection models are seldom adopted by
coaches in professional soccer teams [5].

In addition, lineup selection often needs interactive
analysis to try and compare different options and parameters
based on real-time information (e.g., possible strategies of
the opponent team). Existing methods for lineup analysis
are usually weak in providing interactive tools. Although
various interactive visualization systems have been available
for soccer data analysis, such as positions and actions [6],
formation variation [7], passing patterns [8], and migration
[9], tools for interactive lineup analysis and selection are rare.

In this research, we propose a visualization system to
provide a systematic solution for the lineup selection prob-
lem. The system can support the exploration and evaluation
of various lineup options recommended by the model. Our
efforts are made to address two main challenges. The first
challenge is related to the difficulty in characterizing and
modeling the complex factors that should be considered
in lineup selection. In soccer matches, lineup selection is
influenced by not only the performances of individual
players but also the teamwork among players [10], [11], [12].
Previous studies have modeled the teamwork in basketball
[13], [14] and soccer [15], [16] to help coaches select the best
lineup. However, other important and heterogeneous factors
of teamwork, such as the interactions with the opponent
and corresponding tactics preferred by coaches, have not
been considered yet [17]. It is non-trivial to integrate those
complex factors into existing models. Another challenge lies
in the difficulty in designing a systematic tool to assist soccer
coaches to make the best lineup decision. As the experiences
and preferences of soccer coaches vary significantly, the
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factors that should be considered in the lineup selection
model could be significant, so interactive control over these
factors and relevant parameters is required. Coaches also
need to evaluate different aspects of a selected player such
as individual features and interactions with other players in
matches, multiple criteria of lineups such as the total number
of passing, shot, and interception, and the predicted match
results of each lineup. The system should also allow visual
comparison of players and lineups recommended by the
model according to various criteria.

Teamed up with the domain experts, we develop a new
model for lineup selection and design a system, Team-
Builder, based on the model. Assisted by soccer coaches
and soccer data analysts, we synthesize and operationalize
various factors for lineup selection (e.g., tactical preferences
and opponent information), and enhance a teamwork-based
model [15] to integrate these identified factors in the model.
Team-Builder, a visual analytics system, helps coaches adjust
the model according to their preferences and evaluate model
results. Our research makes the following contributions:

• we formalize the characterization of the problem of
soccer lineup selection, including identification and
modeling of key factors, specification of preferences,
and evaluation of player and lineup candidates;

• we synthesize some key factors for lineup selection and
developed a teamwork-based model to integrate these
factors; and

• we develop a visual analytics system to support explo-
ration and evaluation of lineup recommendations by the
model.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review research on soccer data visualiza-
tion and soccer lineup selection methods.

2.1 Visualization of Soccer Data

The interests of analyzing sports data with visualization
techniques have increased significantly [18], [19], as seen in
work on basketball [20], [21], [22], baseball [23], [24], [25],
[26], racquet sports [27], [28], [29], [30], and other events
[31], [32], [33]. There was considerable visualization work to
analyze soccer match data from diverse aspects. For example,
Perin et al. developed A table! [34] and Gap Charts [35] to
visualize the temporal evolution of soccer team rankings; and
Rusu et al. [36], [37] developed metaphor-based visualization
to compare performances among different players with
statistical indicator analysis.

Analytical methods in soccer data visualization systems
have become more and more sophisticated. Involved data
is no longer limited to simple statistics and includes fine-
grained data of events during a match, data has been
collected through videos directly, and movement trajectories
of players and the ball. Soccer event data describe the
spatio-temporal events that occurred in matches. Such kind
of data is widely used for passing pattern analysis and
player performance analysis [18]. To help the investigation
of passing patterns among players, one of the most essential
aspects of soccer event data analysis, researchers have
developed systems like SoccerStories [38], a visualization

system on player actions and spatial passing patterns, and
PassVizor [8], a visual analytical system for dynamic passing
patterns. Malqui et al. [39] also developed a visual analytics
system to discover soccer passing strategies based on flow
motifs. Compared with event data, soccer match videos
and trajectory data are more detailed and include the
positions of all players and the ball during the whole match.
These data could support diverse analyses such as video
analysis, trajectory analysis, and formation analysis [18]. To
facilitate soccer match video analysis, Stein et al. [40], [41]
proposed an automatic video annotation technique that can
integrate visualization of player movements with videos. In
addition to some methods for the computation of player
movement trajectories, such as a trajectory search method
proposed by Shao et al. [42], and trajectory aggregation
methods by Sacha et al. [43], various visualization-based
systems have been developed to support interactive analytics
of player movement trajectories. Andrienko et al. used
player trajectory data to show player defense [44] and team
tactics [6]; Janetzko et al. [45] designed a system to analyze
player performances based on extracted player trajectories;
Machado et al. [46] provided a heatmap-based visualization
for team formation identification; and ForVizor [7] developed
a tailored flow-based visualization to represent the change of
team formations and a system for a systematic analysis of the
formations. Besides, visual analytics systems based on soccer
trajectory data also contain other aspects such as what-if
analysis for player passing decisions [47] and performance
analysis based on player coordination [48].

Although these studies can help soccer data analysis one
way or another, few could support visual analytics for soccer
lineup selection, because of the difference in analysis tasks.

2.2 Soccer Lineup Selection

Soccer lineup analysis has attracted extensive research at-
tention, especially on the aspects of formation detection
[49], [50] and evaluation [51]. In particular, lineup selection
is vital in soccer matches, and an increasing number of
studies in this field have emerged during recent years
[5]. Some research has provided models to find the best
soccer lineup by aggregating the performances of individual
players. Boon and Sierksma [1] pioneered a study to solve
the problem of selecting an optimal soccer lineup. They
estimated the weights of individual player performances
on different positions, and selected the optimal lineup by
maximizing the total performance value. Tavana et al. [52]
further defined soccer lineup selection as a multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) problem, and let the important
weights of player performance attributes be controlled by
users, such as coaches who have better knowledge about
players and positions. Based on the definition of the lineup
selection problem, they proposed a fuzzy inference system
and a linear programming model to maximize the overall
lineup score. Similarly, Ozceylan [4] also modeled soccer
lineup selection as an MCDM problem, and maximized the
sum of player value based on player property weights under
multiple performance criteria. In addition to MCDM-based
methods, other approaches were also proposed for selecting
soccer lineups according to player individual performances.
For instance, Merigó and Gil-Lafuente [53] presented a soccer
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player selection model based on business decision-making
methods, and Al-Shboul et al. [54] utilized neural networks
to decide the best lineup with the highest winning rate.

Soccer is a team sport, so teamwork is an essential
aspect when coaches select players [10], [11], [12]. However,
this team factor was largely overlooked by the methods
discussed above. To integrate this important factor in lineup
selection, Beal et al. [15] constructed a framework to quantify
direct interactions among players from the same team with
network-based metrics and found the best team using the
mixed-integer programming method. Bransen et al. [16]
improved this framework with a data-driven approach to
calculate interactions by the change of goal probabilities.
However, these models do not consider factors related to
the opponent and the corresponding tactical inputs from
coaches. The lack of such factors limits their applications,
because lineup selection can vary from opponent to opponent
and different coaches may have different opinions when
competing with the same team [52].

To address the limitations and challenges in the visual
analytics of soccer lineup selection, we propose a teamwork-
based method that considers the performances of individual
players, information on the opponent team, and the inputs
from the coach.

3 BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we first introduce the relevant terminology
in soccer analysis and the data used in this research. Then,
we describe our work to develop the design requirements
assisted by domain experts.

3.1 Background

Soccer is a highly dynamic team sport. In a match, two teams
attempt to shoot the soccer ball into the goal of the opponent,
and the team with more goals wins the match. Each team
has eleven players on the field, and they assume one of the
four roles: goalkeeper, defender, midfielder, and forward.

An action is an event started by a player who has the ball
under control or tries to take over the control of the ball. It is a
fundamental element in soccer event analysis [55]. The details
of the event attributes are shown in Table 1 [55], [56]. The
actions could be further divided into offensive and defensive
actions according to the event type. We refer the actions with
event types of foul, tackle, interception to defensive actions
and those with other types to offensive actions. Generally,
the offensive actions indicate how the players take or pass
the ball to create a goal, and the defensive actions aim to take
back the possession of the ball from the opponent team.

A phase is a series of consecutive actions performed by
players in the same team with the ball under control [57].
A phase starts when a player takes control of the ball, and
ends when the ball is lost to the opponent. During a phase,
the team controlling the ball tries to win a goal by successive
actions, such as passing, dribbling, and shooting.

A tactic refers to a set of similar actions or phases that
leads to the same tactical effects. We use the definition of
an offensive tactic as a cluster of phases in similar spatial
regions with a purpose to drive the ball to the goal of the
opponent [57]. In soccer event analysis, defense could be

reflected from defensive actions to intercept the passing of
the opponents or take the ball directly. Therefore, we use the
definition of a defensive tactic as a set of actions in similar
spatial regions to defend the goal [17].

An offensive interaction based on soccer events data
is composed of two consecutive actions by two players in
the same phase [15]. It is the basic unit to evaluate how
players cooperate through the movement of the soccer ball.
For instance, if a player is surrounded by several opponents
and has difficulty in taking further actions, the player will
pass the ball to a teammate in a better position. If an offensive
interaction is successful, the chance to score a goal can be
increased. Therefore, offensive interactions between players
are an essential indicator in soccer lineup selection [15], [16].

A defensive interaction could be defined as two consec-
utive actions of players from different teams. Specifically, a
defensive interaction is composed of the last action of the
previous phase and the first action of the next phase. In
soccer event data, the confrontation between two teams can
be reflected by the soccer ball transiting through defensive
actions [17]. Similar to offensive interaction, a successful
defensive interaction will increase the goal chance of a team,
and also decrease the goal chance of the opponent.

A lineup is the eleven players of a team selected by the
coach to appear in a match. Before a match, the coach and
staff members will analyze the offense and defense of the
opponent team, and select well-performed players with the
consideration of such opponent information. Considering
the importance of teamwork, the lineup also considers how
well those selected players can work together.

3.2 Data Description

The data used in our analysis is from the soccer event dataset
published by Pappalardo et al. [56]. The dataset contains
not only spatio-temporal event attributes, but also contextual
data, such as players involved in each event, player team, and
match information. The primary event attributes involved in
the analysis are shown in Table 1.

The data we used for analysis contains all matches in the
five major European soccer leagues in the season 2017/18. In
detail, the data consists of 380 matches from Spanish La Liga,
380 matches from English Premier League, 380 matches from
Italian Serie A, 306 matches from German Bundesliga, and 380
matches from French Ligue 1. The total number of matches is
1,224, including 98 teams and 4,229 players.

3.3 Requirement Analysis

We worked with a team of three domain experts to learn
about the methods for lineup selection. The expert team
included a coach of a professional soccer team, a professor
of physical education who is a senior sports analyst with
decades of experience, and a doctoral student in physical
education who was a professional soccer player in a top
national-league team.

Our goals are multi-fold. First, we wanted to characterize
the problem of soccer lineup selection through meetings
and interviews with the experts. Second, we expected to
develop a lineup selection model based on what we have
learned from the experts. Finally, we sought help from them
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TABLE 1
The event attributes

Attribute Description
Event Type A technique that a player takes to deal

with the ball (pass, cross, free-kick, dribble,
shot, foul, tackle, interception, offside, etc.).

Event Result Result of the event (succeeded or failed).
Time Time as the event occurred in a match.
Positions The starting and ending coordinates of

the event in the field.
Player The player who started the event.
Player Role The role of the player (goalkeeper, de-

fender, midfielder, or forward).
Team The team of the player.
Match ID The index of the match.

in developing design ideas and design requirements for our
visual analytics system.

Characterization of the problem. We reviewed relevant
literature [1], [4], [15], [16], [52], [53], [54] to summarize the
current problem characterization of soccer lineup selection
and held a series of meetings with the experts. During
the meetings, we mainly discussed two questions: whether
the problem characterization in literature is consistent with
their experiences, and how lineup selection is made in real
soccer matches. We also had interviews with each expert to
learn about their own preference and criteria used in lineup
selection. We recorded the discussion process in the meetings
and the answers of each expert in the interviews. Based on
data collected from the meeting discussions and interviews,
we drafted the initial requirements for system design.

Development of the lineup selection model. We applied
a series of models and discussed if the model results meet
their expectations and how to improve the models with
the experts. They compared these models, and stated that
teamwork-based models are more practical and straightfor-
ward than deep learning models, because the results of the
former match their domain experience better. Furthermore,
the experts suggested that the current teamwork-based
models could be improved by considering other essential
information such as the opponent and tactical choices of
coaches. Therefore, we constructed a teamwork-based model
by integrating opponent and tactical information.

Iteration of visual design. After the model development,
we designed a visual design prototype based on the initial
requirements and our model. The prototype included tactic
detection and automatic lineup recommendation according
to preferred tactics of the users. We presented the prototype
to the experts for feedback. They commented that explaining
why a player is selected by the model is also demanded
by coaches. Besides, comparison among multiple lineup
selection results and what-if analysis would help them
decide the most suitable lineup. Their suggestions helped
us improve design requirements and the prototype. After
several rounds of iterations, design requirements and the
prototype were stabilized. The timeline of the design iteration
process is provided in our supplementary material.

Design requirement development. Our data indicate that
a system to support lineup selection need to provide tools
for tasks at three levels: tactic-level exploration, player-level
investigation, and lineup-level comparison.
Tools for tactic-level exploration aim to support coaches to
identify tactical preferences when facing a given opponent
by integrating their domain knowledge of lineup selection.
T1 Supporting the exploration of different categories of tactics.

When selecting a lineup before a match, coaches need to
obtain an overview of tactic categories of their team and
those of the opponent. Providing necessary tactic infor-
mation can help coaches comprehend the characteristics
of both teams and further decide the tactics for a match.

T2 Supporting the exploration of available tactics and their
effectiveness according to spatial regions when facing a given
opponent. Coaches tend to analyze the tactics of the
opponent and prepare corresponding tactics on the
aspects of offensive and defensive. For instance, if the
opponent team tends to attack from the left side, coaches
will choose players who are good at defending on the
right. This information can provide references for the
selection of players who are suitable for attacking the
weakness and defending the strike of the opponent team.

Tools for player-level investigation can help understand the
player selection process and interpret the selection results.
P1 Supporting the comparison of player performances under

multiple criteria. After deciding the tactics for the match,
coaches would like to select several players who per-
formed well within the selected tactics as the core players
in the lineup. They need to compare the performances of
these players under different criteria. Thus, it is necessary
to support efficient comparison among players to help
coaches select suitable core players.

P2 Supporting the explanation of player selection in the lineup
result. The lineup selection model can recommend players
based on the coaches’ preferences. Coaches require to
know why a player is selected by the model to determine
whether it is reasonable to include the player in real
matches. The lineup selection result is associated with
players’ individual performances and interactions with
other players. The tool needs to provide these details.

Tools for lineup-level comparison assist to obtain information
of multiple results and to decide the most suitable lineup.
L1 Supporting the comparison of expected match results and

reliability of different lineups. Coaches may generate several
candidate lineups under different preferences and select
one of them considering both expected match result and
reliability. The expected match result is the probability
of winning/drawing/losing the match, and the reliabil-
ity means the appearance time of players in previous
matches. Tools should be provided to help compare these
metrics and decide on the most appropriate lineup.

L2 Supporting the comparison of predicted statistical indicators
of different lineups. When the lineup used for a match
is decided, coaches demand to obtain the predicted
statistical indicators of the lineup and compare them with
those of other candidate lineups. These indicators could
help coaches evaluate whether the tactical characteristics
of the lineup meet their expectations. Such detailed
knowledge could also facilitate the choice of suitable
match strategies such as build-up and counter-attack.
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Fig. 1. Major components of the system and their relationships. The
system has three components: the data processing component, the
player selection model component, and the visualization component.

3.4 System Overview

We develop Team-Builder, a web-based application to sup-
port visual analytics of soccer lineup selection. The system
has three components: a data processing component, a
player selection model component, and a visualization
component (Fig. 1). The data processing component supports
the extraction of phases from the raw event dataset and the
calculation of the value for each action and interaction. The
player selection model component establishes the teamwork-
based model for the selected target team with the data
from the data processing component. The visualization
component includes the user interface of the system for
interactive lineup selection and consists of three views: the
tactic view, the player view, and the lineup view. The system
was implemented with MongoDB for the data processing
component, Flask in Python for the player selection model
component, and React for the visualization component.

4 TEAMWORK-BASED MODEL FOR PLAYER SELEC-
TION

In this section, we describe our teamwork-based model to
generate lineups for soccer matches.

4.1 Task Definition

The major task of soccer lineup selection is to identify eleven
players for a certain match from all players in the team. We
define the set of candidate players as P = {p1, . . . , pnP

} (n∗
indicates the amount of the elements in set ∗) and a lineup
as one of the subsets of P with eleven elements.

Soccer lineup selection is a complex process. We simplify
the process and only consider the most essential factors
in lineup selection. According to previous work [1], we
define the most suitable lineup as the one with the best team
performance. Based on the definition, the lineup selection
process can be modeled as an optimization problem of
choosing eleven players with the maximum value of a
specific team performance metric [1]. In soccer matches, the

team performance can be estimated by the historical match
data and the physical and mental conditions of players.
We further simplify the process by estimating the team
performance only using the historical match data.

Several metrics have been proposed to select the optimal
lineup, including the match winning rate [54], the total
performance score [1], [4], [52], and the teamwork value
[15], [16]. During the cooperation with our experts, we found
that the teamwork value is more practical than other metrics
because interaction among the players is also important for
a match. Therefore, we use teamwork value as the team
performance metric that is maximized in our model.

The teamwork value among players refers to the com-
position of the total individual performance value and the
total interaction value of all players in the lineup. In soccer
matches, the interactions among the players could be divided
into direct interactions completed through ball transition
between two players, and indirect interactions accomplished
by the coordinated movements of the players [15]. We
only consider the direct interactions between two players
because they are the most basic and important parts of player
teamwork [15]. Thus, in the calculation of the teamwork
value, a soccer match can be treated as a sequence of player
actions A = {ap1, . . . , apnA

}, where p ∈ PM is the player who
performs the actions and PM is the set of all players involved
in the match (blue & orange objects in Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The structure of a soccer match. ai refers to an action, IO an
offensive interaction, and ID a defensive interaction. The gray objects
illustrate that in a soccer match, a new phase would start when the ball
possession has changed.

Some teamwork-based models have been proposed for
soccer lineup selection [15], [16]. However, those models
have some critical limitations in real-world practices.

Neglecting spatio-temporal information. The original
measurements of player interaction I(pi, pj) considered all
the consecutive two actions (api

k , a
pj

k+1) of a certain pair
of players (pi, pj) in the same team and aggregated the
values directly (black objects in Fig. 2). However, these
measurements do not reflect the tactical preference of coaches
(e.g., wing-attack, mid-attack) because the spatio-temporal
information of phases is lost. Valuing teamwork without
spatio-temporal information is inadequate.

Ignoring the opponent of the team. Player interactions
with the opponent indicate defensive features between
players from different teams, and are also an important factor
when coaches select the lineup. However, previous models
did not distinguish teamwork values with opponents and
provided the same solution for diverse opponents. Therefore,
it is insufficient to generate solutions in practical matches.
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To address these two limitations, we develop a new lineup
selection model that considers the spatio-temporal informa-
tion and the opponent. As mentioned before, our model only
considers part of the problem and is just a step to understand
the problem better. For the first limitation, we integrate
a tactic detecting model into the calculation of teamwork
value to identify important interactions. The tactic detecting
model could find different tactics T = {t1, . . . , tnT

} by
spatio-temporal similarities. Coaches can choose preferred
tactics and the weights of corresponding interactions will
be increased in the calculation of the teamwork value. With
such a method, players who perform well in the selected
tactics will be more likely to be chosen. To deal with the
second limitation, we divide the interactions among players
into offensive interactions IO and defensive interactions ID
(black objects in Fig. 2). In this way, the teamwork value is
associated with the actions of the opponent.

4.2 Tactic Detection
When selecting a soccer lineup, coaches usually pay attention
to the tactics used by the target team and its opponent to
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the two teams.
Such information could provide vital references for coaches
to select appropriate players to confront the opponent. Thus,
we utilize tactic detection models to extract offensive tactics
[57] and defensive tactics [17] used by a specific team.
The detailed detection process of offensive and defensive
tactics is provided in our supplementary material. In our
lineup selection model, coaches could select the offensive
and defensive tactics they desire to use, and the value of
interactions included in the chosen tactics would be allocated
with an elevated weight.

4.3 Teamwork Value Evaluation
Both the individual player performance and the interactions
among players are essential to lineup selection. Compared
with the interactions among players in the same team, the
interactions between two teams indicate how the control
of the ball transits, and can reflect defensive tactics. Thus,
we decide to take these features to measure the teamwork
value of a lineup. Based on the previous work [15], [16], we
construct a model for teamwork value calculation as follows:

V = λ1 · VI + λ2 · IO + λ3 · ID, (1)

where λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1. VI denotes the total individual
performance value, IO and ID refer to the total offensive
interaction value and the total defensive interaction value,
respectively. λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the weights of different
features, which are estimated from historical match data.

As mentioned before, we only take the direct interactions
into the calculation of the teamwork value. The teamwork
value of a certain player p is shown in Fig. 3, composed of
the individual performance value, the offensive interaction
values with the teammates selected in the lineup (Fig. 3A),
and the defensive interaction values with the opponents
(Fig. 3B). Here we introduce the definition of those features.
For simplicity, we use P = {p1, . . . , pnP

} to represent the set
of all candidate players in a team.

Individual performance evaluation. For a player pi ∈ P ,
we use the individual performance value VI(pi) to indicate

Fig. 3. The calculation of the teamwork value of Player p. pi refers to a
player in the same team and qi a player in the opponent team. IkO and IkD
represent offensive and defensive interaction value between two players.

how well the player performed from the aspect of personal
ability. According to existing research, individual perfor-
mance can be measured by abstract statistic indicators such as
passing network attributes [15] and the contribution to goal
probability [55], [58]. In our case, we choose the approach that
is based on the changes of goal probabilities for the player’s
own and opponent teams [55]. We calculate the performance
value of each action on reward and risk. The calculation
process is provided in our supplementary material. The
individual performance value of a player is calculated by
aggregating the performance value of all actions of the player.

Offensive interaction value. For a pair of players (pi, pj),
where pi, pj ∈ P , we use the offensive interaction value
IO(pi, pj) to indicate the effectiveness of player interactions
in offense (Fig. 3A). Generally, coaches treat each phase as a
complete offense process and the basic unit for team offense
analysis [57]. Therefore, the interactions among players in
the same team during the same phase could be regarded as
offensive interactions (black objects in Fig. 2). On the basis
of the previous works, IO(pi, pj) is the aggregation of all
interactions between pi and pj . The equation is as follows:

IO(pi, pj) =
n∑

k=1

(wk · IkO(pi, pj)) ·
90

M(pi, pj)
, (2)

where k refers to the index of the current interaction in the set
of all interactions between pi and pj , n represents the total
number of interactions between pi and pj , IkO(pi, pj) means
the offensive interaction value on the index k, M(pi, pj) is
the number of minutes that pi and pj have played together,
and wk is the weight of the corresponding interaction.
IkO(pi, pj) is gained by the addition of the values of the
two consecutive actions involved in the interaction. The
calculation of the action value is the same as that for the
individual performance value. If a tactic is selected, all
interactions that belong to the tactic will have an elevated
weight wk > 1. The value is normalized by 90 minutes, the
regular time of a soccer match, to avoid ignoring players
who seldom played together but interacted effectively.

Defensive interaction value. For a pair of players from
different teams (pi, qj), where pi ∈ P , qj ∈ Q (Q is the set of
players of another team), we use the defensive interaction
value ID(pi, qj) to evaluate player defense (Fig. 3B). The
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beginning of each phase implies a successful defense. Thus,
a defensive interaction can be described by the last action
in the former phase and the first action in the latter phase
(black objects in Fig. 2). To gain a comprehensive defensive
interaction feature, we calculate the defensive interaction
value with all historical match data of the target team. To cope
with the specific opponent team in the match, we assign an
elevated weight to the interactions with the same opponent
in previous matches to indicate the importance of those
interactions. Similar to the offensive interaction value, the
equation of defensive interaction is defined as follows:

ID(pi, qj) =
n∑

k=1

(wk · IkD(pi, qj)) ·
90

M(pi, qj)
, (3)

where IkD(pi, qj) indicates the defensive interaction value
between pi and qj on the index k. The calculation of defensive
interaction value is the same as offensive interaction value.

4.4 Solving the Optimization Equation
We solve the optimal lineup by maximizing the teamwork
value defined in Equation 1 through integer linear program-
ming. Specifically, we construct the optimization equation
based on the work of Beal et al. [15] and Bransen et al. [16].
We simplify the optimization process by only considering
the most important constraints, including the total player
number, the team formation, and the players manually
included by coaches and who cannot appear in the match.
Please refer to our supplementary material for details.

4.5 Model Evaluation
Our model was evaluated with the soccer event dataset used
in our analysis, including all matches in the 2017/18 season
from the five top European leagues [56]. In the experiments,
we split the matches in the dataset into two half-seasons for
training and testing. Besides, we evaluated the performance
of our model on the matches from the different five leagues.

In the first experiment, we evaluated our model with the
same players in lineups in real matches, and compared the
results with the previous model that does not consider the
defensive interaction value [16]. We measured both models
by comparing how many players in each lineup generated
by a model match the players in real lineup. Specifically, we
trained the two models with the match data in the first half-
season, and generated lineups with the two models for each
match in the second half-season. We counted the number of
players who are both in the generated lineup and the real
lineup to evaluate the models. Fig. 4 shows the comparison
of two models in terms of the averages of the same players
in model-generated lineups and real. As the result shows
that the lineups generated by our model (green objects in
Fig. 4) are closer to real lineups chosen by coaches than those
by the previous model (red objects in Fig. 4). This implies
that when selecting the lineup, coaches consider not only the
individual performance and interactions with teammates, but
also interactions with opponent players. Thus, considering
defensive interactions in the calculation of the teamwork
value can help coaches select better lineups in real matches.

In the second experiment, we evaluated that teamwork
value is an effective metric to measure team performance.
Please refer to our supplementary material for details.

Fig. 4. The evaluation results in the first experiment. The red parts
represent the previous model and the green parts represent our model.

5 VISUAL DESIGN

In this section, we describe the design of visualization
and interaction tools in our system based on the previous
requirement analysis.

5.1 Overview of Visual Design and User Interface

According to the requirements, we design a tactic view
for tactic exploration (T1, T2), a player view for lineup
generation and player investigation (P1, P2), and a lineup
view for solution comparison (L1, L2).

The workflow of the system is as follows. In the tactic
view, users could select the target team and its opponent,
and obtain an overview of all tactics used by both teams
to specify essential tactic categories (T1) (Fig. 5A1, A2).
Then, users could explore confrontation tactics in the selected
categories through ranking and filtering tools to choose the
desired tactic combination (T2) (Fig. 5A3, A4). The player
view provides a candidate player list to enable users to
compare different players on the individual performance
and interactions with other players (P1) (Fig. 5B2). Based on
the comparison, users can include or exclude certain players
in the lineup. After the tactics and players are set, users
could acquire the generated lineup and further adjust it in
the lineup edit board of the player view (Fig. 5B1). The player
view also contains an explanation component to explain why
the players are selected in the generated lineup (P2) (Fig. 7).
To identify the best lineup under multiple criteria, users can
record lineups and compare them in the lineup view (L1, L2)
(Fig. 5C). To assist the analysis, we also embed customized
diagrams (Fig. 6) in the system to encode team tactics.

We use blue and orange color to code the target team and
its opponent team, and purple and yellow color to code the
offensive and defensive interaction values through the whole
user interface.

5.2 Tactic View

The tactic view is composed of a confrontation tactic list
to present all tactics used by the target team (Fig. 5A2, A4)
and its opponent (Fig. 5A1, A3). The tactics are illustrated
by tactic diagrams with tactic category and spatio-temporal
context (Fig. 6). In this view, users can directly select the
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Fig. 5. System user interface. The interface consists of three views: a tactic view (A), a player view (B), and a lineup view (C). The tactic view provides
confrontation tactic lists (A1, A2, A3, A4) to navigate tactics used in the lineup. The player view contains a lineup edit board (B1) for lineup generation,
a candidate player list (B2) for player constraint identification, and an explanation component for comprehension of the reason of the selection of a
player. The lineup view includes a candidate lineup list (C1) and lineup thumbnails (C2) for comparing multiple lineups.

target team and its opponent with the drop lists, filter tactics
with essential tactic categories (T1), and navigate the tactics
to be applied for the match through ranking by their usage
rate and success rate (T2).

Tactic diagrams. To facilitate exploration and comparison
among tactics (T2), we design tactic diagrams for offensive
and defensive tactics in soccer matches, respectively (Fig. 6).

• Pitch division. When describing soccer tactics, the pitch
could be divided into nine spatial regions, including the
defensive third, the middle third, and the attacking third
[17]. Therefore, we use this division method to simplify
the tactic representation in our design (Fig. 6B).

• Offensive tactic. An offensive tactic is a cluster of phases
on similar spatial regions. To visualize an offensive tactic,
we first aggregate all phases in the tactic to an abstracted
sequence that can represent the spatio-temporal feature
of the tactic [43] (Fig. 6A). Then, based on the pitch
division, we use points to represent the actions and
arrows to illustrate the order of actions. The points
are placed in the regions where the actions occurred.
Therefore, an offensive tactic is visualized as a sequence
of actions on the pitch (left part in Fig. 6B).

• Defensive tactic. A defensive tactic is a group of de-
fensive actions that occurred in the same spatial region.
We use a point in the particular region to represent the
spatial region of a defensive tactic (right part in Fig. 6B).

• Icon. Our experts state that the offensive tactics could
be classified as corner, simple free-kick, and simple pass,
and the defensive tactics as tackle, interception, and foul.
It is difficult to encode multiple tactic categories with
color or other visual channels. Therefore, we use icons

to represent different tactic categories [8] (Fig. 6C, D).
The tactic category is decided by the type of the tactic’s
first action. Thus, we put the icon on the first action of a
certain tactic to indicate the category it belongs to.

Justification. Previous work has provided representations
for spatio-temporal events, such as sequence-based visual-
ization and heatmap, but they cannot help users effectively
perceive the relative positions and the order of actions in
the same view [59], [60], [61]. Thus, we decide to place the
actions on their occurred positions in the pitch and link them
with arrows to show the action order. Moreover, coaches
concern about how to specify tactics to attack the defensive
weakness and defend against the attacking of the opponent.
Such confrontation involves offensive and defensive tactics
from different teams in the same spatial region. Thus, we
apply the same pitch division to offensive and defensive
tactics to facilitate the matching of confrontation tactics.

Confrontation tactic list. The confrontation tactic list
includes two sub-lists that correspond with the offensive
and defensive tactics of both teams (Fig. 5A1, A2, A3, A4).
When users focus on the offensive tactics of the target
team, the defensive tactics of the opponent team are shown
simultaneously, or vice versa. We place two sub-lists side by
side to represent the confrontation between two teams.

The usage and success rates are widely used in tactic
style analysis. The usage rate is calculated by dividing the
number of all phases by the total number of phases in the
tactic, and the success rate is defined as dividing the number
of phases in the tactic by the number of phases that created a
shot. The usage and success rates could indicate the tactical
style and the strength and weakness of a team, respectively.
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The distributions of the usage rate and success rate among
tactic types of the team and its opponent are most important
to the understanding of the tactical styles of both teams (T1).
Therefore, each sub-list contains distribution bar charts to
present the usage rate (the gray bars) and success rate (the
colored bars) of all tactic categories as an overview of tactic
style (Fig. 5A1, A2). The detailed tactics are listed under the
distribution bar charts. Coaches usually pay attention to the
usage rates and success rates to choose confrontation tactics
when facing a given opponent (T2). Thus, each row of the
list contains the tactic diagram, the usage rate (the gray bars),
and the success rate (the colored bars) (Fig. 5A5, A6). The
usage rate and the success rate in the list are also encoded
by bar charts for efficient ranking and filtering.

Interaction tools. Users can interact with the tactic view
in various ways. The follow are some commonly used tools
provided by the system.

• Switching tactics. Users can switch between offensive
and defensive tactics of the target team with the switch
button on the top right corner of the view. Meanwhile,
the tactics of the opponent team will also be switched.

• Selecting with categories. Users can click the icons in the
distribution bar charts to select categories of tactics that
appearing in the list (Fig. 5A1, A2).

• Sorting and filtering. Users can sort the tactics by one of
the usage and success rates, and filter by the other rate.

• Selecting tactics. Users can click the tactics of the oppo-
nent team in the left list to filter the confrontation tactics
of the target team in the same spatial region. Then, the
tactics of the target team in the right list can be selected
for different player roles (Fig. 5A5, A6).

• Unfolding details. Users can hover on the icons and the
bar charts to show the tactic category that the icon
represents and the value of usage rate or success rate.

5.3 Player View

After selecting tactics that are expected to be used, users can
generate the optimal lineup under current tactical preference
in the player view. The player view consists of a lineup
edit board (Fig. 5B1), a candidate player list (Fig. 5B2), and
an explanation component (Fig. 7). In this view, users can
explore player performances and select players included or
excluded in the lineup in the candidate player list (P1). Then,
users can obtain the generated lineup and further adjust it in
the lineup edit board. In the explanation component, users
can explore the interactions among the players to explain
why the players are selected by the generated lineup (P2).

Candidate player list. The candidate player list provides
a sortable list of player metrics for users to specify core
players who need to be included and players who cannot
appear in the match (P1) (Fig. 5B2). We present the players
with the same role in the list because coaches need to compare
them when selecting core players. Each item in the sortable
list consists of an icon that represents the player, and player
metrics including the individual performance value, the
total offensive interaction value, and the total defensive
interaction value (Fig. 5B4). All the metrics are symbolized
as bar charts for simplicity and effective comparison. The
maximum length of the bar charts encodes the learned weight
of the metric. The icons of the players selected by users are

Fig. 6. Visualization of tactics. (A) illustrates the simplification of offensive
tactics. (B) shows the design of the tactic diagram. (C) and (D) are icons
for offensive and defensive tactic categories [8].

highlighted with black borders, and those of the excluded
players are indicated with the less-saturated color. Players in
the list can be sorted by each kind of metric because coaches
expect to select players according to different criteria.

Lineup edit board. The lineup edit board shows the
lineup result solved by the optimization equation or adjusted
by users (Fig. 5B1). As the formation is an essential constraint
when coaches select players, we divide the players in the
lineup by their roles in formation, i.e., goalkeeper, defender,
midfielder, and forward, and place the players with the same
role together (Fig. 5B3). The lineup result is illustrated by
actual positions in the formation for easy comprehension.

Explanation component. The explanation component
shows the detailed interaction values of each player (P2)
(Fig. 7). The interaction values among the players are rep-
resented by a matrix and encoded by the area of rectangles.
The players of the target team are illustrated by the rows
of the matrix and are ranked by the total value of the row
(Fig. 7B2). The matrix contains two modes to show offensive
and defensive interaction values (Fig. 7A1). The columns of
the matrix indicate the teammates in the offensive interaction
mode, or the opponents in the other mode. In the offensive
interaction mode, the rows and columns present the passers
and the receivers during the interactions. The players on
the columns are initially summarized by player roles and
can be unfolded to show the players in a certain player role
(Fig. 7B1, C1). When the players on the columns are unfolded,
the individual performance and total defensive interaction
values of each player are also illustrated by bars (Fig. 7C3).
Those players selected in the lineup are highlighted with the
more saturated color for their icons (Fig. 7B2, C1).

Justification. We present the relationships among the
players with a matrix, rather than a node-link diagram, to
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Fig. 7. The explanation component. (A) includes the switch buttons
to switch among different modes. (B) illustrates the folded offensive
interactions under the receiver mode. (C) shows the offensive interactions
unfolded by forwards under the receiver mode.

avoid visual clutter. Coaches require to compare the selected
players with the unselected players in the same role to
explain why the players are selected by the model. Thus,
rather than presenting all candidate players, the row and the
column of the matrix only illustrate players in the same role.

Interaction tools. Users can interact with the player view
in various ways. The follow are some commonly used tools
provided by the system.

• Specifying players. Users can click the player icons in the
candidate player list to specify the players who need to
be included and those who cannot appear in the lineup.

• Adjusting constraints. Users can drag the sliders in the
lineup edit board to adjust the maximum and minimum
numbers of players of each role (Fig. 5B3).

• Solution operations. Users can click the generate team
button to obtain the optimal lineup under the current
input of tactics and players. In addition, they can delete
the current lineup with the clear button and add the
current lineup to the lineup view with the add button.

• Switching player roles. Users can click the switch button
of player roles to switch the player role that occurs in
the candidate player list or the explanation component.

• Adjusting players. Users can drag unselected players in
the candidate player list to the icons in the lineup editor
board to replace players according to their own opinions.

5.4 Lineup View

With multiple generated solutions in the player view, users
can further identify the most suitable lineup in the lineup
view with visual comparison. The lineup view includes
a candidate lineup list (Fig. 5C1) and lineup thumbnails
(Fig. 5C2) for effective decision-making (L1, L2). In this view,
users can sort lineups in the candidate lineup list to decide
on the most suitable lineup, and select lineups to obtain the
details from lineup thumbnails for further comparison.

Candidate lineup list. The candidate lineup list records
the solutions and provides a flexible comparison according
to different criteria to choose the best lineup (Fig. 5C1). Each

row of the list contains four components: the predicted match
result, the confidence score, the predicted statistic indicators,
and the formation icon [7] (Fig. 5C4). We use bar charts to
present the lineup metrics to facilitate comparison.

The predicted match result is the probability of win-
ning/drawing/losing the match. The confidence score is
defined as the normalized average appearance time in the
historical data of all players in the lineup, which could reflect
the reliability of the lineup. The predicted statistic indicators
include offensive indicators (i.e., passing number and the
success rate of passing), scoring indicators (i.e., shot number
and goal number), and defensive indicators (i.e., interception
number and tackle number). Both the match result and
the statistical indicators are predicted by the features of
all players in the lineup with a random forest approach.

Lineup thumbnails. We design lineup thumbnails to
present the details of candidate lineups (Fig. 5C2). When
users select two lineups that need to be compared from the
candidate lineup list, the thumbnails of the two lineups will
be presented on the right of the list. The player icons in
the lineup thumbnails are placed according to the player
positions in the team formation. We add an arc around each
player icon to encode the confidence score of the player. For
convenient comparison among the lineups, those players
who are not picked by all selected lineups are highlighted
with black borders in the lineup thumbnails.

Interaction tools. Users can interact with the lineup view
in various ways. The follow are some commonly used tools
provided by the system.

• Sorting lineups. Users can sort lineups by each metric for
effective multi-criteria decision-making.

• Switching indicators. Users can switch between different
groups of statistic indicators to evaluate whether the
lineup meets their expectations (Fig. 5C3).

• Unfolding details. Users can click lineups in the candidate
lineup list to show the details with lineup thumbnails.

6 SYSTEM EVALUATION

In this section, we describe two case studies on the use of
our system in selecting and understanding lineups. After the
case studies, we also summarize the feedback of the experts.

6.1 Case Studies
We invited two experts to conduct two case studies on the
use of our system. Our first expert is a senior analyst in sports
science (EA), and our second expert is a senior soccer coach
(EB). The cases used are from the soccer event dataset in our
analysis with the matches from the five top European leagues
in the 2017/18 season [56]. At the beginning of each case
study, we introduced the design and interaction tools of our
system. After the experts were familiar with our system, they
tried to select and analyze the lineup of a team of interest.
We recorded the analytical process and comments of each
expert. The findings and the activities of the two case studies
are summarized as follows.

6.1.1 Lineup Explanation: Why a Player is Selected by the
Automatically Generated Lineup?
This insight was gained from the first case study conducted
by EA. This case study is about exploring proper lineups
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for Barcelona when facing Real Madrid. These two teams
are top teams in Spanish La Liga, and their competitions get
significant attention among soccer analysts. As mentioned by
EA, in the 2017/18 season, Barcelona won the championship
of La Liga and recorded one win (0:3) and one draw (2:2) in
matches against Real Madrid. Therefore, EA was interested
in generating lineups under such a scenario.

Before exploring the lineups, EA selected Barcelona as
the target team and Real Madrid as the opponent team, and
investigated the tactics of Barcelona when facing Real Madrid
in the tactic view. EA first focused on the defensive tactics
of Barcelona and the offensive tactics of Real Madrid. In the
distribution bar charts, EA filtered the offensive tactics of Real
Madrid with passing because those tactics were used most
frequently and the success rate is relatively high (Fig. 5A1).
EA also filtered the defensive tactics of Barcelona with tackle
and interception for the same reason (Fig. 5A2). After filtering
tactic categories, EA switched to detailed tactics of both
teams. Specifically, EA sorted the tactics by success rate
and filtered out the tactics whose usage rates are less than
5% to examine important tactics. As for Real Madrid, EA
noticed that the passing tactics with high success rates are
mainly on the left-wing (Fig. 5A3). Thus, EA selected the first
offensive tactic in the left list to filter those defensive tactics
of Barcelona that are on the same spatial regions (Fig. 8A1).
Thereafter, EA selected the defensive tactic of Barcelona
with the highest success rate and assigned it to defenders
and midfielders based on the tactical preference for defense
(Fig. 8A2). Similarly, when specifying the offensive tactics
of Barcelona, EA filtered the offensive tactics of Barcelona
by the least effective defensive tactic of Real Madrid, the
central-backfield defense (Fig. 8A3). After the filtering, EA
assigned the most successful offensive tactic in the right list,
mid-attack, to the forwards of Barcelona (Fig. 8A4).

After the tactics were specified, EA moved to the player
view to generate and explore suitable lineups for Barcelona.
EA first explored core players who needed to be included
in the lineup. In the candidate player list, EA noticed
that the learned weights of individual performance value
and offensive interaction value were larger than defensive
interaction value, meaning that these two features contribute
most to the match results (Fig. 5B4). Thus, EA chose L. Messi
as the core player in the lineup because of his excellent
individual performance and offensive interactions with his
teammates. Then, EA obtained the optimal lineup provided
by the model and found that most players in the lineup met
the expectations, including powerful forwards such as L.
Suárez and outstanding midfielders like Iniesta (Fig. 8B).

Based on the lineup result, EA moved to the explanation
component to explain why the players were selected by the
model. EA mainly focused on the defenders because of the
tactical preference for defense. On the defensive aspect, EA
noticed that Piqué, Sergi Roberto, S. Umtiti, and Jordi Alba
were ranked in the top four of all the defenders (Fig. 8B1). To
be mentioned, Piqué, Sergi Roberto, and S. Umtiti were well-
performed on defending the forwards and midfielders of the
opponent team, and Jordi Alba was outstanding in defending
the opposing midfielders (Fig. 8B3, B4). On the offensive
aspect, EA found that Jordi Alba and Sergi Roberto could
pass threatening balls to their teammates, especially forwards
and midfielders (Fig. 7B2). Meanwhile, Piqué and S. Umtiti

were able to pass valuable balls to other defenders to increase
the goal chance. As for a detailed evaluation, EA unfolded
all forwards and found that Jordi Alba and Sergi Roberto
could create more opportunities for L. Messi and L. Suárez,
who were also selected in the lineup and could rely on their
excellent individual performances to score (Fig. 7C2). EA
summarized that the four defenders were selected not only
because they could prevent the attacking from the opponents,
but also pass critical balls to their teammates to score a goal.

EA mentioned that the lineup recommended by the
model had one different player compared with the lineup
selected by the coach of Barcelona in the match that defeated
Real Madrid. Specifically, the model selected the defender S.
Umtiti, while the coach chose another defender T. Vermaelen.
EA wondered why the lineup selection model chose S. Umtiti
rather than T. Vermaelen. Thus, EA compared those two play-
ers in the explanation component. On the defensive aspect,
EA found that S. Umtiti performed more effective defense on
all roles of the opponent players than T. Vermaelen, especially
on forwards (Fig. 8B4). This suggested that S. Umtiti, rather
than T. Vermaelen, could steal threatening balls from the
opposing forwards. On the offensive aspect, EA noticed that
S. Umtiti created more valuable passes to midfielders, while T.
Vermaelen interacted more closely with defenders (Fig. 8B5).
This indicated that S. Umtiti was more likely to create chances
through midfielders, while T. Vermaelen tended to pass to
other defenders to start a build-up. EA further unfolded
all midfielders and defenders for a detailed analysis. EA
found that S. Umtiti passed more valuable balls to the skilled
midfielder Iniesta, and T. Vermaelen interacted effectively
with Sergi Roberto, the defender who was good at creating
chances for forwards. EA concluded that S. Umtiti was
selected by the model due to better performance on defense
and more directly offensive interactions with midfielders.

Through this process, EA generated a lineup for Barcelona
under a combination of tactics and explained why those
players in the lineup were recommended by the system.

6.1.2 Adjusting Players: Which Player is More Suitable?
This insight was also gained from the first case study. After
the process of the first insight, EA required to know whether
the lineup generated in the system could be better than the
lineup in the real match. Therefore, EA replaced S. Umtiti
with T. Vermaelen in the generated lineup and added the
two lineups to the lineup view for further comparison.

We refer to the lineup including S. Umtiti as L1 and the
lineup including T. Vermaelen as L2. In the candidate lineup
list, EA first examined the two lineups on the aspect of the
confidence score and the predicted match result to identify
the better lineup. EA found that the confidence score of
L1 was higher than that of L2, meaning that the predicted
performance of L1 is more robust than that of L2 (Fig. 8C2).
Meanwhile, both the predicted winning rate and the chance
of not losing the match of L1 were higher than those of L2
(Fig. 8C1). Based on the two aspects, EA summarized that
L1 would be a better choice for the real match. Then, EA
focused on the predicted statistical indicators to discover
the details of the two lineups. EA switched among the three
kinds of indicators and noticed that L1 would perform better
on passing number and goal number, while other indicators
were not different obviously. This confirmed the previously
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Fig. 8. Analysis pipeline in Case 1. (A) presents the tactic specifications.
(B) shows the lineup generated for Barcelona when facing Real Madrid.
(C) is the comparison between the generated and the adjusted lineup.

gained insight that the model selected S. Umtiti rather than
T. Vermaelen because of his more effective interactions with
excellent midfielders who could act as tactic organizers in
matches, leading to more passes and a higher goal chance.

To inspect the detailed confidence score of each player, EA
further clicked to display the thumbnails of the two lineups.
EA found that the confidence scores of all the players who
were selected by both lineups are more than a half (Fig. 8C3).
This indicated that those players were performed stable and
trusted to obtain extensive chances to appear in matches.
As for the two different players, EA found that S. Umtiti
attended more time in matches than T. Vermaelen. After
comparing the two lineups, EA concluded that the model-
generated lineup L1 would be more appropriate for the
match with Real Madrid than the coach-selected lineup L2.

Through this process, EA adjusted the generated lineup
from the perspective of coaches and discovered the differ-
ences between the expected performances of the two lineups.
Such discoveries indicate that our system can provide more
effective lineups for real matches.

6.1.3 Lineup Comparison: Which Lineup is the Best?

This insight was gained from the second case study con-
ducted by EB. This case study is about choosing a lineup
for Manchester United when competing with Manchester
City. These two teams were the top two in the 2017/18
season of the English Premier League. As mentioned by EB,
Manchester United got one lose (1:2) and one win (3:2) when

facing Manchester City in the season. EB was interested in
improving the lineup of Manchester United with our system.

EB began with the exploration from strategy specifi-
cation in the tactic view. Firstly, EB filtered the passing
tactics of Manchester City and the interception tactics of
Manchester United, selected the most effective passing
tactic of Manchester City, and assigned the most successful
interception tactic on the same spatial region to the defenders
(Fig. 9A1, A3). Afterwards, EB focused on the interception
tactics of Manchester City and the passing tactics of Manch-
ester United, selected the least used interception tactic of
Manchester City, and assigned the corresponding passing
tactic to the midfielders and forwards due to the tactical
preference for offense (Fig. 9A2, A4). Then, EB turned to the
player view to get lineups for Manchester United. EB chose
P. Pogba as the core player due to his outstanding offensive
interaction with his teammates (Fig. 9B), and obtained three
lineups under the current tactic selection. The first lineup
was obtained directly without additional operations. The
second lineup was constrained by a 4-3-3 formation, which
was often used by Manchester United through the season.
The third lineup was adjusted by EB based on the second
lineup. More specifically, EB replaced an offensive midfielder,
J. Lingard (Fig. 9B2), with H. Mkhitaryan (Fig. 9B1), another
offensive midfielder with better offensive interactions with
the teammates, to find out whether a lineup with cooperative
but less skilled players for Manchester United would perform
better. EB also generated another lineup with a different tactic
selection by replacing the tactic for the midfielders with the
most successful free-kick tactic as it was another essential
attacking method for Manchester United (Fig. 9C).

EB added those four lineups (referred as L1, L2, L3, and
L4) into the lineup view to examine the overall performances
with multi-criteria comparison among different indicators
(Fig. 9D). EB first clicked the table headers of the winning
rate and the appearance time to identify the most appropriate
lineup. EB found that L1 and L2 ranked the top two under
the winning rate (Fig. 9D1, D2), and all the three lineups
under the first tactic selection were higher than L4 under
the appearance time (Fig. 9D3). Such comparison results
suggested that the first tactic selection would be more
appropriate for matches against Manchester City. Besides, EB
mentioned that L2 was better than L3 on both the winning
rate and appearance time (Fig. 9D3), indicating that the
lineup with players only outstanding in passing threatening
balls would perform worse than balanced lineups under
the first tactic specification. Furthermore, EB noticed that L1
was the best in winning the match but was ranked third in
robustness (Fig. 9D1). Meanwhile, the expected performance
of L2 was the most robust and ranked second in the winning
rate (Fig. 9D2). It meant that coaches are required to make a
trade-off between the two lineups. Thus, EB turned on the
thumbnails of L1 and L2 for a detailed comparison.

Through the lineup thumbnails, EB found that L1 selected
the offensive midfielder M. Fellaini, who performed well but
seldom appeared in the historical matches, and L2 chose
the more experienced defender P. Jones (Fig. 9E1, E2). As
for the statistical indicators, EB found that both the two
scoring indicators of L1 were higher than L2 (Fig. 9E5).
This confirmed the hypothesis of EB that L1 was a typical
offensive formation 3-4-3, and the offensive midfielder M.
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Fellaini was well-performed in attacking than the defender
P. Jones. EB further switched to the other two groups of
indicators and found that L1 would create slightly fewer
passes (Fig. 9D) and more tackles than L2 (Fig. 9E6). It also
corresponded to the knowledge of EB that L1 would be
more suitable for the high-press strategy, while L2 could
be adapted for the build-up strategy. EB concluded that if
Manchester United took offensive strategies, L1 could be
the most suitable lineup, and L2 would be the most proper
lineup if more stable strategies were employed.

Through this process, EB obtained four different lineups
for Manchester United with different tactic combinations
when facing Manchester City. EB also gained insights about
comparing those lineups and choosing the most suitable one
under different scenarios.

Fig. 9. Analysis pipeline of Case 2. (A) presents the tactic specifications.
(B) and (C) illustrate the lineup adjustments. (D) shows the four lineups
generated for Manchester United. (E) presents the multi-criteria compari-
son of lineups.

6.2 Expert Interview

We interviewed the two experts who conducted the case
studies (EA and EB) and the other two new experts (EC
and ED) to evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of our
system. Both the two new experts are doctoral students
in physical education and are experienced in soccer data

analysis. We interviewed those experts respectively and
collected their feedback during the interview.

Procedure. The interview procedure for the two new
experts (EC and ED) contains four steps. First, we briefly
introduced the metrics and the model used in our soccer
lineup selection system. Then, we presented the visual
design and interactions to the experts through a usage
scenario. We also let the experts freely explore the system
and answered their questions to help them become familiar
with the system. Afterward, the experts were required to
select the most appropriate lineup for Barcelona when facing
Real Madrid. We recorded their analysis procedures during
this step. Finally, we asked the experts whether each design
requirement (i.e., T1-T2, P1-P2, L1-L2) has been solved by
the visual design, whether there are potential issues in
the current design, and whether the system is sufficient
to support a more effective and efficient lineup selection
process. After EA and EB finished the case study, we also
asked those questions to gain their feedback.

System usability. Generally, all the experts were satisfied
with our system and felt that it could help soccer coaches
select the lineup effectively. Compared with directly selecting
players by experience, the coaches could specify their tactical
preferences based on the tactic detection results and generate
lineups interactively with our system. EA commented that
“Coaches usually select lineups by their own opinions on player
performance, which is laborious and subjective. Such a system could
provide them an efficient method to select lineups based on historical
data and evaluate them by expected performance”. The experts
also thought highly of our lineup selection model because
it considers the relationships between players and could
provide more reasonable lineup results. EB indicated that
“Most of the players selected by the system matched my expectations.
Besides, the system could recommend new lineups I have not
thought of previously, which inspired me to explore whether a
known lineup could be improved through lineup adjustments and
the prediction of lineup performance”. They also mentioned that
with the system, coaches could understand why the players
were selected by the model and decide whether apply the
lineup in real matches.

Visual design. All the experts agreed that each design
requirement has been fulfilled by our visual design. Specifi-
cally, ED appreciated the visual design for tactic specification,
“... the confrontation tactic list is helpful in discovering essential
tactics, and the presentation of tactics are effective for identifying
the tactic at a glance”. EB and EC liked the candidate player
list and mentioned that it could be particularly useful in
the scenario of selecting the lineup for a real match. “The
comparison and ranking would be effective when selecting the core
players” (EC). “Injuries and match bans commonly occur in lineup
selection. I did not use the function of removing players in the case
study because of the lack of data. I can remove those players when
selecting lineups in real matches” (EB). As for the explanation
component, EA was impressed by the matrix-based design,

“It is convenient to find player pairs with successful interactions by
the matrix”. ED also favored the multi-criteria comparison of
the lineups, “... it can help me make a trade-off among multiple
lineups and quickly find the one that I desired”.

Suggestions. The experts had some suggestions for
improvement. EA focused on the lineup selection model
and hoped to add movement data of players without the ball
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for a more comprehensive evaluation of player interactions.
EB and EC considered the interactions in the player candidate
list and believed that a search bar could be more effective
for finding players who cannot appear in the match. ED
concentrated on the system design and suggested providing
a record list for specifications and constraints for all lineups.

7 DISCUSSION

Significance. Lineup selection plays an important role in
team sports, such as basketball and soccer. Existing work on
automatic soccer lineup selection is weak in incorporating the
inputs from coaches and supporting interactive exploration
of lineup possibilities. In this research, we develop an ap-
proach to address these challenges through modeling player
performances and developing an interactive visual analytics
system for lineup generation, explanation, and comparison.
Our approach allows coaches to steer the selection and
choose the most appropriate lineup based on their own
opinions and the opponent information.

Our approach can be generalized to other team sports
with the requirements on personal and team skills similar
to soccer, such as basketball, ice hockey, and baseball. Our
model is intrinsically composed of the summarization of
individual performance of players and player interactions
in matches, and can be converted for other team sports by
incorporating appropriate evaluation metrics of individual
performance and player interactions. Our visual design can
also be easily modified based on the characteristics of sports.

Lessons learned. We have learned two lessons through
the research. The first lesson is from the evaluation of defen-
sive interactions. Defending in soccer matches is difficult to
evaluate because it cannot directly create goals. During the
meetings, the experts indicated that the defensive interactions
mainly contribute to preventing the goal of the opponent
team and increasing the goal chance of the team. In this
way, the defensive interaction between two players from
different teams can be evaluated through the change of goal
probability of the two teams. The second lesson is from the
visualization of offensive tactics. Compared with placing
all phases in the tactic on the soccer pitch (the left part of
Fig. 6A), an aggregated sequence of the tactic (the right part
of Fig. 6A) could help users clearly identify how the ball was
passed through the pitch. We further divide the pitch into
nine regions to match offensive tactics with defensive tactics
(Fig. 6B). The case study has shown that the aggregated
sequence and pitch division are effective in the exploration of
confrontation tactics. Such designs could also be generalized
to other team sports such as basketball and ice hockey.

Limitations. There are some limitations in this research.
First, our model does not include special factors that may
influence a lineup, such as the physical and mental conditions
of players, due to lack of relevant data. These factors should
be considered when coaches need to select more reliable
lineups for the match. We plan to collect such data and
integrate them into the measurement of player teamwork
to improve the reliability of our model. Second, the player
role constraints in our model are limited to the four basic
roles (i.e., goalkeeper, defender, midfielder, forward). The
preferred side indicated by the detailed role (e.g., left-winger,

center forward) is not considered. These fine-grained con-
straints should be considered if more detailed specification
of lineups is required. We will develop more sophisticated
models to improve the player role constraints to deal with
the preferred side as the future work.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a method for visual analytics
of soccer lineup selection. Collaborating with the domain
experts, we characterize the problem and propose a new
teamwork-based model to integrate the factors preferred by
coaches (e.g., spatial regions, opponent information) into
lineup selection. Based on the model, we develop a web-
based visual analytics system, Team-Builder, to allow coaches
to interactively generate, explain, and compare lineups
produced by an automatic model, and integrate their own
opinions into lineup selection.

In the future, our work can be improved in several
ways. One direction is to enhance our model by considering
more data types (e.g., movement of players without the ball,
interactions among multiple players in a period of time) so
that coaches can evaluate the performances of players and
their interactions more comprehensively. With these data, our
lineup metrics can also be integrated into other analysis tasks
such as evaluating the change of team formation. Another
direction is to extend our work to other team sports such
as basketball, ice hockey, and baseball by adapting our
models, algorithms, and visualization tools based on the
characteristics of individual sports. Besides, we also plan to
improve the system usability based on the long-term expert
feedback for the real lineup selection scenario.
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